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1 The pattern recognition learning problem
One of the main restrictionsof the PAC framework that makes itunrealisticis thatthe labelsof theinstances
are assumed to be generated by a concept from a predetermined concept class. In real world applicationsof
learning we can rarely assume such prior knowledge. A more realistic framework of analysisis the “Pattern
recognition problem” framework proposed by Vapnik [5]. In this framework we make the much weaker
assumptionthat examples are generated independentlyat random from some unknown distributionand that
we have reasontobelieve thatsomeconceptfrom a knowconceptclassis likelyto bea goodpredictorofthe
label given the instance for this distribution. More formally, we deﬁne the interaction between the teacher
and the studentas follows (Compare this to the student-teacher interactiondeﬁned for the PAC framework).
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6. Given
S, the student generates
h.
The goal of learning is that the hypothesisgenerated by the student performs almost as well as the best
hypothesisinthehypothesisclass. Wedeﬁne theerrorofthehypothesis
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A learning algorithm is a good learning algorithm for hypothesisclass
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12 Chernoff and Hoeffding bounds
In order to get sample bounds for the pattern recognition problem, the main toolthat we use is the Chernoff
bounds. Thisfamilyof inequalitiesupper boundthe probabilitythatthefraction oftime we observe anevent
in a random sample differs signiﬁcantly from the true probability of the event. There are many variants of
these bounds. In this section we derive a few simple bounds for the binary case in which there are only two
possible events. One such event is the outcome of a coin ﬂip. Another is that a random example is labeled
correctly by a given hypothesis.
Let us think of the events as the values of a sequence of independentrandom variables
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that the expected value of
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p, this means that
 
p is a fair or unbiased estimator of
p. Our goal is to show
that, with highprobability,thisestimate is pretty good. Speciﬁcally, we want to upper boundthe probability
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We start by relating the desired probability to an expectation of an exponential expression. Let us ﬁx
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 . We shallchoosethevalueofthisconstantlater. For any
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We can thus upper bound the desired probabilityby an expression involvingthe expectation:
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We plug the deﬁnition of
 
p into the expression of the expectation and get
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 . The expectation of a product of independent random
variables is the product of the expectations. We thus get a product of expectations, each of which can be
easily expressed as a sum over the two possible states of
x
i. As all the
x
i are identically distributed, the
expressions are identical for all
m random variables and we get the following
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Combining this expression for the expectation with Equation1 we get
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upper boundon the probabilitythat decreases exponentiallyfast as
m increases. To get the tightestpossible
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This expression is exactly the KL-divergence between the distributions
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of the Chernoff bound, Due to Sanov, generalizes nicely for events with more than two outcomes. It is also
probably the tightestbound of this type.
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However, it is often useful to have looser bounds in which the expressions inside the exponent are
simpler and easier to manipulate. These bounds can be derived from various bounds on the KL-divergence.
Three important examples of such boundsare
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This is Hoeffding bound [4].
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Comments: Hoeffding's bound is, in general, the most useful. However if
p is close to zero then we
can derive better boundsfrom Inequalities2 and 3. For example, supposethat
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The general rule of thumb that we can derive from this is that if
p is close to
  or to
  then the number of
examples that are needed toachieve accuracy
  is
O
 
 
 
 
 . Whileif
p is far from both
  or
  thenthe number
of examples that are needed to achieve accuracy
  is
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￿
 . As we shall see, the better bound on the
pattern recognitionproblem reﬂect this fact.
33 Sample complexity bounds for the Pattern recognition problem
In the PAC framework we analyzed the sample complexity of the consistent learner, which is a learner that
generates a hypothesis from
H which makes no mistakes on the training data. In the pattern recognition
framework it is most often the case that every hypothesisin
H which makes a few mistakes on the training
set. The natural extensionof the notionof a consistentlearner is a learner thatgenerates one of the hypothe-
ses in
H which achieve minimal error on the training set. We say that such an algorithm minimizes the
empirical error. In this section we give general boundson the sample complexity of such algorithms.
As in the PAC framework, it is easier to bound the sample complexity for ﬁnite concept classes. Fix
some
h
 
H. The fraction of training examples on which the hypothesis
h gives the incorrect prediction is
an unbiased estimate of the true error of
h. This estimator corresponds to
 
p as an estimator of
p which we
analyzed in the previoussection. Using Hoeffdingboundwe can state thatthe probabilitythat the estimated
error is differs from the actual error by more than
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probability of a training sample on which at least one of the error estimates for the hypotheses in class
H
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If we know that with high probability all of the empirical error estimates are
  close to their true values
then this is true, in particular, for the hypothesiswhich achieves the smallest error on the trainingset, which
we denoteby
hemp and for thehypothesisthatistruelythebesthypothesisin
H, whichwe denoteby
hbest.
Thus we have the followingchain of argument for boundingthe true error of
hemp.
  The true error of
hemp is at most
  larger than its empirical error.
  The empirical error of
hemp is smaller thanthe empirical error of
hbest, because
hemp is the hypoth-
esis with the smallest empirical error in the class
H.
  The empirical error of
hbest is at most
  smaller than its true error.
combining these arguments we get that, for a random sample, with probability at least
 
 
  the difference
between the true error of
hemp and the best achievable error, which is the true error of
hbest, is at most
 
 .
We thus get that in order to guarantee that if
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  the true error of an algorithm that minimizes empirical error is at most
 
larger than the best error achievable by any hypothesisin
H.
Similarlyto the PAC case, if
H is inﬁnitewe cannot use thisboundbut we can use a boundthat depends
on the VC dimensionof the class. One such result that is given in [2] (Corollary 12.3 in section 12.6) is that
a sufﬁcient sample size is
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4 some references
A nice review of Chernoff bounds was written by Hagerup and R¨ ub [3]. Bounds based on KL-divergence
are described in Chapter 12 of [1].
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